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A celebration of mid-century modern interiors, architecture, and design. Step into the world of mid-century
modern design with Modernist Icons, a stunning exploration of the era's groundbreaking architecture and
interiors from around the world. Discover how this design movement evolved from organic forms and
functionality to sleek lines and refined elegance, and how it has remained a timeless classic. Delving deep
into the interiors and furniture that define this iconic aesthetic, Modernist Icons showcases the journey of
mid-century modernism over time. Learn how this design philosophy has influenced and informed other
creative expressions and explore stunning examples from Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Lina Bo Bardi,
John Lautner, and many others. Featuring expert essays and striking imagery, this beautifully curated
compilation is a true celebration and overview of the mid-century modern style. Whether you're a design
enthusiast, architecture buff, or simply looking for inspiration for your own home, The Modernist is an
essential addition to your library.

ABOUT gestalten
gestalten is an international publishing house collaborating and engaging with the world’s most interesting
creatives to document and anticipate vital movements in architecture and interiors, design and fashion,
escape and mobility, travel, food, and beverage, as well as visual culture.

Exploring creativity in every form, gestalten is known and loved by millions around the globe for its unique
lens across print and digital mediums. gestalten also publishes illustrated books for children through its
imprint Little gestalten.
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